INTRODUCTION
The highest weight representations of a finite-dimensional complex semisimple Lie algebra 9 have been studied extensively and a number of interesting results have been obtained in the last few years (an extensive bibliography is given in [7] ). In [2, 3] a category cY of representations of g was introduced which turns out to be the proper setting for considering various questions regarding highest weight representations. The aim of this paper is to extend the study of this notion to a Kac-Moody algebra, or, more generally, to a contragredient Lie algebra G(A) corresponding to a square matrix A over C. The study of such algebras was begun independently in [8, 14] and subsequently a number of interesting results were proved. These results show that many important properties from the finite-dimensional setup (i.e., from the context of 9) can be proved in the general setup involving G(A). In particular, the notion of category • was extended in [9] to the case of Kac-Moody algebras and used in the proof of combinatorial identities.
(b) There exists a linearly independent system of linear functions a~ ..... a, E H* and elements e~,...,en,fl ..... f, in G(A) such that (i) G~.=Cei, G ~,=Cf/(l~<i~<n),
(ii) [e,., fj] ---0 if i 4= j, (iii) {el,..., e n, f~ .... , f,} U H generates G(A) as a Lie algebra, (iv) the elements hi = [ei,ft] (1 ~<i~< n) are linearly independent, (V) aj(hi) = azj, 1 <<. i, j <~ n, (vi) if h E H is such that ai(h ) = 0 Vl ~< i ~< n, then h E Y~'=~ Ch i.
(c) Any ideal of G(A) which intersects H trivially is zero.
G(A) is called a contragredient Lie algebra and the matrix A is called the Cartan matrix of G(A). H is called the Cartan subalgebra.
There
exists a unique involutory antiautomorphism ~r of G(A) such that e(ei) = fi, e(fi) = ei for all i and e(h) = h Vh C H.
We denote by F the lattice (in H*) generated by {a~ ..... an} and set F+ = {~i kiai C El ki~> 0, i = 1 ..... n}. We consider subalgebras N+ = (~),~a+ G,, and N_ = @~a+ G_~. The Lie algebra G(A) is a F-graded Lie algebra: G(A) = @,~r G,~ and is a direct sum of subalgebras: G(A) = N @ H @ N+. For a subalgebra C of G(A), let U(C) denote the universal enveloping algebra of C, identified as a subalgebra of U(G(A)). Thus,
U(G(A)) = U(N_) @ U(H) ® U(N+).
The Cartan matrix A is said to be symmetrizable iff there exists a nondegenerate diagonal matrix D = diag(d~ ..... dR) such that D • A is symmetric. We have the following result in that case [8, Proposition 7 and Lemma 7; 14] : PROPOSITION 
There exists a non-degenerate C-valued symmetric bilinear form ( , ) on G(A) which satisfies the following properties:
(a) ( , ) is G(A)-invariant i.e., (a, [b, c] 
) = ([a, b], c) Va, b, c ~ G(A).
(b) The restriction of ( , ) Since the restriction of ( , ) to H is non-degenerate, we get a nondegenerate bilinear form on H*. It satisfies (2, ~) = ,~(h,) V,~ e H*, ~ e r.
If A = (aij) is symmetrizable and such that aii = 2, aij are non-positive integers for i 4: j and a~j = 0 implies ai~ = 0, the associated contragredient Lie algebra is called a Kac-Moody algebra. In this case we can (and will) choose the matrix D such that d i are positive rational numbers. One defines a reflection s i on H* by si(2 ) = 2 --2(hi) a; V2 E H*. Let W be the group generated by {si}l<<.i<<. n. Then W is called the Weyl group of G(A). It can be shown that W keeps the set A of roots (A = A+ U --A+) invariant and that dim G,, = dim Gw¢=) Va E A, w E W. The roots belonging to W-orbits of simple roots are called real roots and the rest are called imaginary roots [8] . If fl is a real root, then (fl, fl)> 0 and the reflection s~ defined by s~(2)= 2 -(2(2, fl)/p, fl)) fl lies in W.
One has the following characterization of imaginary roots [8, Lemma 14] .
PROPOSITION 2.2. If a C A, then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) a is an imaginary root,
CATEGORY ~ AND SOME OF ITS BASIC PROPERTIES
In Sections 3 and 4, G(A) will denote a contragredient Lie algebra associated to a symmetrizable matrix A.
We consider a category ~ whose objects are G(A)-modules M satisfying the following conditions [9] : (i) M is H-semisimple with finite-dimensional weight spaces. (For /2EH* the /2-weight space of M is M,={mCMIh.m=/.t(h) .m Vh ~ HI). 607/45/1-7 (ii) There exist finitely many elements pl ..... Pk C H* such that any weight p of M ~u is a weight iff M~ :~ {0}) belongs to some D(pi).
The morphisms in ~Y are G(A)-module homomorphisms. An important class of modules in cY is the class of highest weight modules, i.e., modules which are generated by a weight vector which is annihilated by N+. Among these, we have the Verma modules defined as follows: For 2 ~ H*, let Ia be the left ideal of U(G(A)) generated by {h--2(h)th E H} and N+. Consider the G(A)-module M(2)-~ U(G(A))/I~. It is easy to verify the following properties of M(2) (the proofs being similar to ones for the finite-dimensional case as in [5] ): (2) is a free U(N )-module of rank 1 with {v~} as a basis.
(c) The/"-gradation of U(N) induces a weight-space decomposition of M (2): g(,t)= ® ~eF+ dim M(~,)~t_ ~ = P(r/), the partition function of G(A) [9] . (f) Any irreducible module L in ~Y is isomorphic to L(2) for a unique 2~H*.
The following proposition shows that a module M ~ cY can be "built" from highest weight modules. More precisely, Proof This is basically Lemma 4.4of [6] except that conditions (iii) and (iv) are not mentioned therein. We indicate a proof of this proposition for the sake of completeness.
Since (0) over an infinite-dimensional Kac-Moody algebra has no irreducible submodules, and hence the module M(0) ~ (cf. Section 4) has no maximal submodules and so is not finitely generated. Nevertheless, we do have the following "local" version of a strong composition series for M. We will see presently that the existence of local composition series suffices to decompose the formal character of M as a sum of formal characters of its irreducible subquotients.
We will first recall the notion of formal characters [9] . Let J be the set of all functions f: H*--, Z such that f vanishes outside a finite union of D(2t)'s. Then d is a ring under pointwise addition and convolution • given by (f* g) (2) 
(ii) for any ), E H*, f~ (2) ---0 for all but finitely many i C I.
In this case, the function f: H* ~ Z given by f0. ) = ~.i~, ft(),) is well defined and, in fact, belongs to ~. We callfthe sum offt.'s and write f= ~eJf~-Coming back to M ~ O, we define the formal character of M by
Clearly ch M C d. We now have the following: The existence is an immediate consequence of the local composition series of M at 2 which also shows that the b. a are /> 0. The uniqueness is clear by considering values at a maximal ¢t >/2 and then proceeding further down to 2.
We also note that for/~ >/2'/> )!., b~ = b, a'. This is clear since
with chL(v)(,u) = 0 if p>/2' and v~2'. Hence by uniqueness of b,a's,
Define a aT a.
Consider the family {a a ch L (2)}a~n.. Since M C c~, the weights of M are contained in a finite union D(/ll)t..) ... t_) D(]/k). Also, a a > 0 implies that 2 is a weight of M. (Note that the converse may not be true.) Next, the weights of L (2) are contained in D (2) . Putting all this together, we see that aachL (2 ) (2))(v)=0 for all but finitely many 2's. Thus, {aa chL (2)}a~n, is summable. We claim ~a~H* aa chL(2)----chM. Fix v ~ H*. We already have chM= Z blchL(2)+f .
As v is arbitrary, we have chM= Y'a~H* aa ch L01. ). Next, if aa :/: 0, then using a local composition series of M at 2, we see (2) is a subquotient of M, i.e., there exist submodules
, then we can refine this into a local composition series of M at 2 (by joining together local composition series of F and M/E at 2). Thus, aa >/ 1.
This completes the proof of the proposition. One now has the following basic theorem which describes the components of Verma modules. The proof of this theorem is based on the computation of the determinant of a certain contravariant form on M(2).
The multiplicities [M(2) :L(~)] are generally hard to get at. Even in the finite-dimensional setup, they are known only recently [1, 4, 12] . Towards the end of this paper, we make a conjecture (of. Conjecture 5.16) about these in the case of arbitrary Kac-Moody algebras.
VANISHING OF Ext 1 AND A BASIC DECOMPOSITION THEOREM FOR
Motivated by condition (,) of Theorem 3.6, we define an equivalence relation ,~ on H* as follows: 2 ,~z if there exists a sequence 2 =20,21 ..... 2 k =/~ in H* such that for every 0 ~< i < k the ordered pair {2i, 2i+1} or {2i+1,2i} satisfies condition (,). (Note that at most one pair may satisfy condition (,) if 2 ive 2t+1. ) We will denote the equivalence classes by capital letters A, O, Z, etc. We observe that )~ ~/l only if 2-/,t E F. 
Remark 4.3. In the finite-dimensional setup (i.e., when G(A) = g is finite dimensional), one has an analogous theorem where the module M is decomposed into submodules {Mz} x which are indexed by the characters of the centre Z(g) of U(~), M x being the generalized eigenspace for the character X. It is easy to show in that case the 2 ~ p implies that there exists w C W such that w(2 + p) = p + p, i.e., 2 and p "belong" to the same character Z, and also implies that 2 -p ~ F. One knows that the converse is also true.
The main ingredient in our proof of Theorem 4.2 is the following vanishing result for Ext 1 (considered in the category ~Y): PROPOSITION 4.4 . Let E and F be highest weight modules with highest weights 2 and p, respectively. Then Ext~(F,E)=0 /f 2 and p are inequivalent.
Using this proposition, we prove Theorem 4.2 which, in turn, implies the following stronger vanishing theorem for Extl: THEOREM 4.5. Let A and 0 be distinct equivalence classes. Then
for EEc~ a and F~Y e.
Before proceeding to the proofs, we recall a few results from the homology and cohomology of G(A)-modules.
(1) Ext°(E,F) (=Hom(E,F))=0 ifE and F do not have a common component. This is clear by considering, for g ~ Horn(E, F), g :# 0, an irreducible subquotient of the image of g.
(2) For E E ~Y and p ~ H*,
Ext l(M(a), E) ~ H'(N + , E)..
(Here HI (N+,E) . is the p-weight space of HI(N+,E) under the natural action of H defined via the standard H-action on the complex C*(N+, E) = {Homc(AiN+,E)}i). Using the fact that N+ is finitely generated as a Lie algebra, we find that ZI (N+,E) 
=@uZI(N+,E)., so HI(N+,E).= Z 1 (N+, E)u/~E" .
Recall that Extl(M~), E) is a vector space whose underlying set is the set of "equivalence classes" of extensions
O-~ E ~ P ~ M~)~ O
with the class 0 corresponding to split extensions. Take such an extension. Lift a generating vector v, of M(~) to a vector p E P of weight p. It is then easy to see that {x ~.* x • P}xeN+ is a 1-cocycle of weight p of N+ with coef-ficients in E, and that changing p amounts to adding fie for some e ~ E. to the eoeycle. This gives a function Ext~(M(u),E)+HI (N+,E) ., which is checked to be C-linear. One shows that an inverse function is given by associating to z E ZI (N+, E) . the U(H + N+) module E • Cf, with H + N+ action on f defined by hf =/l(h)f Yh E H and x. f= z(x) Yx E N+, and taking the cofibered product of
as the extension of M(/a) by E. 
for mEM, xEG(A) and fEM.
We now have the following: (Here * is the linear dual, i.e., = Home( , C)).
Proof We slightly modify the proof of [6, Proposition 1.5] . We look at the complexes used to define the two terms in the statement. For Hf(N, M) one uses C. ={AiN_®eM}i and for Hi(N+,M °) one uses C'= {Homc(AiN+,M~)} i. H has a standard action on the two complexes. We notice that -a takes N+ isomorphically onto N_ and that the G(A)-action on M ~ is the usual contragredient action on M* composed with -a. One defines a morphism of complexes (C i)~ (C*) by ~o~ ((o)®m) (q~(A/(-a)(~o)))(rn)), which gives an isomorphism from the weight/~ part of C" to the dual of the weight/t part of C.. Also one shows Hi(C'u) ~ Hi(C')~.
From this the proposition follows in a straightforward manner.
We now proceed with
Proof of Proposition 4.4.
Step L We first consider the special case when
Consider the exact sequence
Applying the exact contravariant functor o, we get an exact sequence
(Note that L(2) ~-~L (2) by Proposition 4.6(v) .) This gives rise to a long exact sequence of Ext-terms. In particular, we have an exact sequence
Now ch(M(2)) ~) = ch(M (2)). Thus the components of (M(2)) ° are the same as those of M(2) (in fact, with the same multiplicity). Therefore, it is clear from (1) (by (3) above).
Step H. We next show that for a subquotient L of M (2) This completes the induction step and also the proof of Step II.
maximal proper submodule of L'). We observe that L' and L/L' are subquotients of M()t) and that and a(L/L',/1) < a(L, p) a([,',p) < a(L,/a).

Also, v ~ 2 as L(v) is a subquotient of M(2). We now have exact sequences:
Note that one has in particular Extl(MO.t), E) = 0.
Step Ili. Finally, consider the exact sequence
O--Q-~M~u)-~F--O,
where Q is an appropriate submodule of M(p). By the long exact sequence of Ext-terms, we get
Hom(Q, E) ~ Ext I(F, E) ~ Ext ~(M(p), E)
which is exact. Now Hom(Q,E)= 0 by (1) above and Ext~(M~u), E)= 0 as seen above. Thus, Extl(F,E)= 0. This completes the proof of the proposition.
COROLLARY 4.8. Let A and 6) be distinct equivalence classes. Let E ~ ~Ya and F C ~e be such that both have a 'finite" weak composition series. Then
Ext 1 (F, E) = 0 (Here, by "finite" we mean that E r = E for some r in a weak composition series of E. Similarly for F.)
The corollary is an easy consequence of Proposition 4.4 and a standard diagram-chasing with long exact sequences of Ext-terms.
We now proceed to 
SUBCATEGORY ~g AND TRANSLATION FUNCTORS
In this section G(A) will denote a Kac-Moody algebra. One knows that in the finite-dimensional setup the components of Verma modules can be described in terms of the Weyl group (see, e.g., [7] ). Theorem 3.6 shows that this is by no means true for arbitrary G(A) because some fli can be imaginary. However the situation can be fixed by considering a "good" subcategory •g in O. The idea is to allow highest weights only from a "good" set K g ~ H*.
For a complex number e we write c/>0 if either Re(c)> 0 or else Re(e) = 0 and Ira(e) >/0. If c ~ 0, we write c < 0. 
Set K = Uw~w w(C).
It is not difficult to prove The following lemma is basic to our purpose and it explains why "things work" for ~g.
LEMMA 5.3. Let 2@K g and let {2,#} satisfy condition (*). Then 3a G W such that a(2 + p) = 11 + p. In particular, It G K g.
Proof. Clearly, we may assume that there exists riGA+ such that 2-It = nfl and 2(2 +p, fl)= n(]3,fl) for some integer n > 0. We claim that (8, fl) > 0, i.e., fl is real. Since 2 G K g, fl cannot be isotropic (i.e., (8, This follows immediately from above lemma and Theorem 3.6.
Remark 5.5. If {2,#} satisfies condition (*) and ~t @ K g, then it may not be true that 2 @ K g.
We next define an equivalence relation ~ in K g by using K g in place of H* in the definition of ,-,. We note that for 2,# C K g, 2 ,,~fl Proof. We carefully examine the proof of Theorem 4.2. We observe that for M C c~ g, M" (cf. Proposition 4.6)C c¢ ~ as well. A crucial step in the proof is Step I of Proposition 4.4. We note that for 2,/2 C K g with 2 ~/2, Hom(M~u), M(2) ~) = 0 as the components of M(u) and M(2) ~ belong to different ~ equivalence classes. (As seen earlier, M(2)~Cc~faj and g M~) C ~I,,~, [2] is the class of 4.) It can be checked that the rest of the proof also goes through in the context of CY g (in place of ~), K ~ (in place of H*) and relation ~ (in place of relation "0.
Translation Funetors
One of the applications of this decomposition theorem is to the translation functors (cf. [7, Kapitel 2] for the finite-dimensional setup). Using the counterparts L(O) of finite-dimensional irreducible modules, one can set up a functor from c~ to c~[gg where O g is a class determined by A ~ and L(O). Even though no new idea is involved, the arguments are more delicate than in the finite-dimensional setup.
Let 0 be a dominant, integral element in H* (i.e., 2(0, ai)/(ai, ai) is a nonnegative integer V 1 ~< i~ n). Then the irreducible highest weight module L(O) has the following properties: 
. such that PJPi-1, /f non-zero, is a highest weight module of highest weight 2 + O k. If M = M(2), then Pk/P~_I ~--M(). + Ok) Vi.
(Note that we do not need ). to be in Kg).
Proof. Let v a be a generator of M. Let Pk be the G(A)-submodule of P generated by {va ® vjtl<j< i. (Here {Vk} is a basis of L(0) as described in (c) above.) For 4 E A + and x o E G o, xo(v ~ ® vi) = v~ Q xo(vi) (2), i.e., when M is U(N )-free on v~, it can be easily checked that Pi/Pk_l is U(N )-free on dim(vA ® vi) and so Pk/Pk-1 ~-M(2 + Oi). (The proof is similar to one in finite-dimensional setup which can be found in [5, Lemma 7.6.14] .) This completes the proof of the lemma.
We now have
Proof. It is clear that P C ~Y. Let 2 be the highest weight of a component of P. We have then to show that ~. C K g.
Consider a local composition series of M at ;t-0 (cf. Tensoring with L(0), we get
It is easy to see that there exists n = n(j) such that )~j + 0 i >/,!. :~ i <<, n(j). 
T(A g, O)(M) = (M • L(O)),a,,o ) . g-
It is easy to see that T(A g, O) is an additive functor from ~g, to ~t~A~,o).
Further, it is exact. Remark 5.11. Let M be a highest weight module of highest weight 2 E K g. Then by Lemma 5.8, P = M ® L(O) has a weak composition series (0) =P0-~P~ ~Pz---"'" where Pi/Pi_l, if non-zero, is a highest weight module of highest weight 2 + 0 i. Let A g be the class of 2. Let 1 ~< i I < i 2 < ... be the set of indices such that Pi/eij_l is non-zero and 2 + 00 E t (A g, t~) . 8' of L(O) 
(ii) 2 ~,+ t (2, O) is a bijeetion between A t and t (A g, 0) . Since by Proposition 5.2(vi) the terms in both brackets are in F+, we have and 0=x-10 ". Since 2o+ p is dominant, by Proposition 5.2(vi) , tc-~r is a product of reflections {s,i } (#i a simple root) such that for each #i, (2o + P, Oi) = 0. By assumption on 0, (0, ¢i) = 0 as well and so x-lr(0)= 0. Hence We now have the main theorem on the functor T (A g, 0) . (ii) Using the same reasoning as in (i), it can be shown that T (L(2) ) is either trivial or a highest weight module of highest weight t(2, 0). We show that (a) T(L(2)) :~ (0) and (b) T(L (2)) is irreducible. As the functor T is exact, we have an exact sequence
~ T(M(2))~ T(M(2))-~ T(L(2))-~ 0
If T(L(2))= (0), then T(M(2))= T(M(2)). However, T(M(2))=M(t(2, 0)) by (i) and so L(t(2, 0) ) is a component of T(M(2))= T(M(2)). As seen in the proof of Proposition 5.9, there exists a 2j C A g such that (i) L(2j) is a component of M (2) and (ii)L(t(2, 0)) is a component of M(2j + 0") for some weight 0" of L(O) such that 2j + 0" ~ t (A g, 0) . Clearly, 2j + 0" = t(2j,0). Thus {t(2j, 0), t(2,0)} satisfies condition (,). However, {2,2j} satisfies condition (.) and 2 :g: 2j (as L(2j) is a component of M(it)). Hence by Lemma 5.12(iii) , {t(2,0), t(itj, 0)} satisfies condition (.). This and t(2, 0) 4: t(2j, 0) gives a contradiction. Hence T(L(2)) 4: (0).
(b) As in the finite-dimensional setup, we make use of the contravariant forms [7, Kapitel 2, 5; 11, §2] . L0. ) has a unique contravariant form B a such that B a is non-degenerate and Ba(v a, va) = 1 (vx is a generator of L(2) of weight 4). Similarly, L(O) has a non-degenerate
